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PERFORATING GUN WITH INTEGRATED INITIATOR
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gun assembly having an integrated initiator.
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Fig. 1'. Steel loading lube design
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Embodiments of the present invention are shown in Figures
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Fig. 3: Overview of the Gun system (shown with previous piastic loading tube design}
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Retaining tabs built into the plastic are
squeezed together to inseit assembly into

loading tube then pop. out when They reach
holes in loading; tube. {also at upper

connector assembly}

At 40
Detonator

L end in centralizes to

bulkhead (may add shock
absorber flange s'gasket

here}

An elastoniei‘ gasket. and-tor plant
flange may be added heie as a shoc -'

abserber between loading tube and
bulkhead

Cutaway in loading mhe provides
access to connect detonated“ and to
connect deionator cm”: to initiator.
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Ballistic tntemipt Shutter
safeguards against
unintended detonation until
a command is sent to
release the shutter

(not shown) a pin
or plastic retainer
is inseited here to

Hippo “t hamess
connector and

bottmn charge
and piotect
initiator dining
shock

Detonator
Cord

23“ cutawnv provides access to
connect in inter to through
wire harness.

 n

“lDC” push-in connectors to connect detonatcnr
Wires to the Eclipse circuit board The eclipse
hoard contains an addressable switch which

ccmmunicates with the emlace comp Liter and
connects the detonator to the cable on command.

The eclipse can aheinarively route cable power tn
the gnnftool helm-tr. The eclipse board also
records diagnostic infennation while tiring such
as cable voltage during firing.

if required — two eclipse initiators could he
deployed 7 one a each end of the loading tube -
to provide ledundancy for more reliable firing.

A Juiia {secure} board which has an RF safe
design using an EFT can be used instead of the
Eclipse board

Fig. 4: Eclipse initiator
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Cumuvay novities access; {0 connect in
through wire haniese. Connector is spring
Ruched so ii eannoi disconnect in
shoela‘i’ibmiinn. 

The niastic has a 30-
degree lead in so that it; is
centralized by a Circular
slot in Elie bulkhead

This may be replaced in future design by a
eonnecim‘ similar {0 the {up connectm‘ design
which aligns with the Initiator and allows a
hands-free insefiinn {if file iniiiaim‘ module.

Fig. 5: End of loading tube
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